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Nonlinear partial differential operators C;: W’,“(Q) ~mt L”(B) (1 < p, (I -7 ) 
having the form G(u) = g(u, D1u,..., DNu), with ,q G C(H s RN), are here 
shown to be precisely those operators which are lorcll, (locally) UTZ$~WT~JJ (m- 
tinuous on IVx(Q), and (roughly speaking) ~rnnsla~ion imxzriunt. It is also 
shown that all such partial differential operators are necessarily bounded and 
continuous with respect to the norm topologies of W1,“(s?) and L4(0). 
1 
Let Q denote a domain in RN and let g: R >< R, + R be a continuous func- 
tion. We denote by G the operator defined on the space of functions belonging 
to We,,, by the equation 
where W~l,,C(Q) is the S b 1 o o cv space consisting of those locally integrable 
functions whose first order distribution derivatives Diu are locally integrable. 
For clarity we will hereafter describe (I. 1) in the succinct form 
In the present paper we obtain an abstract characterization for those operators 
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of type (1.1’) which satisfy G: @‘r”(Q) --f L&,(Q), 1 2:: p S; NJ. We also show 
that all such G which further satisfy G: W,*(Q) -L”(Q), 1 KS 4 -< m, are 
continuous and bounded as operators between Banach spaces. 
an earlier paper of ours [5] p rovided such a characterization in the case 
:Y =:: 1; that is, for ordinary differential operators G on W,fl(J) with J a bounded 
real interval. There is also available an abstract characterization [6] for ordinary 
differential operators G on Z/,v(J having the form 
where g: J s R --f R satisfies C’aratheodory conditions. However the only 
related work in the multi-dimensional case appears to be a characterization 
due to Peetre [g. 91 for linear partial differential operators on the space 2 of 
testing functions in the sense of L. Schwartz. 
It will be useful to single out certain subclasses of the differential operators 
G in terms of their mapping properties. 
DEFINITIOK. Given the number p E [l, co], an operator G of the type given 
in (1.1’) is said to be a clnss p partial diffeerential operntor on -Q, and we write 
GE V(Q), if G maps lI,‘i~7(Q) into L&,(Q). That is, G is in DJ(Q) if 
G(u) =- g(u, D,u,..., D,+) d:,,(Q) for all u E W,?‘(Q). (I .2) 
(Given the pair of numbers p, q E [l, 3~1, an operator G t W(Q) is said to be 
a (p, q)-cluss partial dc~e~ential operator on Q, and we write G E W*(Q) if 
G maps IVip(Q) into Lq(Q). That is, G is in Wq(Q) if 
G(u) = g(u, D,u ,..., D,u) ELM for all 24 E Q>‘(Q),>. (I .2’) 
The function g will be called a representation of G. (It is not difficult to see 
that g representing G is unique.) 
It can be seen that any G satisfying (I .2) possesses the following property: 
(A) locality: supp{G(u) - G(a)} C supp{u - v], U, zl t Vi”(Q), 
where supp(fj, the support of f ,  denotes the smallest (1.3) 
closed set outside which the equivalence class .f is zero. 
Formula (1.3) is an immediate consequence of the definition of distribution 
derivative. G also satisfies a more stringent condition: 
(AS) strong locality: K{G(u) - G(z)] C K(u - c), U, z’ E WI”(Q), 
where K{ f  1, the strict support off, denotes a measurable (1.4) 
set of minimal measure outside of which f  is zero. 
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The validity of (I .4) is a consequence of the fact that for f  E W,p(a), Cf = 0 
a.e. on any measurable set where f = 0 (see [4, Lemma 1.41). 
Write u el ZI whenever u, v  E W,J’(,Q) are such that the (N -/- 1)-tuples 
u : (u, n,u,..., D,u), v = (v, DIZ’,..., l&v) 
arc stochastically equivalent as mappings from Q to RN+r : 
m(u-l(B)) =-~ m(v-l(B)) for every Bore1 set B C RN+1 (’ 3 
(m =: mN denotes Lebesgue measure on RN); one can then readily see that G 
satisfies 
(B) invariance under I -equimeasurability : 
u e1 ‘2’ =z- G(u) a G(v), (1.6) 
where Q denotes ordinary equimeasurability (“equi- 
distribution”) of real functions on Q. 
(C) NM-continuity (i.e., continuity from WIv’s norm 
topology to the metric of convergence in measure 
on L&e): 
II u - *?I llWl~ -+ 0 => G(u,) 3 G(u) in measure. (1.7) 
Indeed, the WI”-convergence ensures that the (N + I)-tuples u, = 
@,a, bun ,..., DNU,) converge in measure to u = (u, D1u,..., Dnru), whereby 
the continuity of g ensures that 
g(u, , Dp, ,...> DNu,) + g(u, D~u,. . ., D,u) in measure. 
Now the above properties (A), (A,), (B), (C) do not by themselves charac- 
terize operators G E Dp(Q). This follows from the fact that the differential 
operator G = W,p(Q) -+ Lg(Q), 1 < p, q < 00, given by 
G(u)(x) = 0 
= / D,u(x)(“‘n 
where u(x) < I 
where u(x) 2 1, 
(1.8) 
which is associated with the discontinuous function 
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also possesses these properties (see the Appendix). However we now describe 
an additional property which in conjunction with (A), (B), (C) does lead to 
a characterization of a”(Q). Notice that any G E W(Q) induces for each bounded 
Lipschitz domain R’, with a’ C Q, an operator G’: Wr”(J2’) - Lr(Q). In fact, 
this does not require the full strength of (1.2); it follows from property (&4) 
since there exists a bounded extension operator [3, Ch. 6.51 G: lV,r(Q’) + 
W,“(Q), and G(d U) ,R’ ELI(Q) is by (A) independent of the extension operator 
chosen. It will not lead to confusion if we denote G’ by G below. 
(D) local uniform continuity on @‘r”(Q): for each bounded 
Lipschitz domain Q’, 0’ C Sz, and each bounded subset 
B C WIm(.Q’), the operator G lE is uniformly continuous 
relative to the norm topologies of Wrm(.Q’) and L’(Q). 
This property follows from the fact that g, being continuous, is uniforml! 
continuous on each bounded subset of RN+1 , 
Our characterization results are summarized below. 
'I'HEOREM I. Let Q be a domain in RN and let G: CV,l’(Q) --) L!,,,(Q), 
1 :> p :s a, be an operator satisfying (j-) G(0) 7-z c,) ~7.. const. 
The ,followiq conditions on G, 
(-4$) strong locality, 
(B) I -invariance, 
(D) local uniform continuity on WIm(Q), 
czrc necrssar-y and sz@cient in order that G be in TV(a). 
Remark (I. 1). The role of the assumption (t) is to eliminate operators G 
which take all of W,p(.Q) into a nonconstant f~I&,(9); such maps obviously 
satisfy (,4), (A,), (B), (C), and (D) but d o not have the representation (1.1’). 
4t the cost of an additional continuity condition, the measure theoretic 
notion (A,) can be replaced by the more familiar notion (A) of (ordinary) locality. 
This leads to the alternate formulation of Theorem 1 given below. 
'THEOREM I'. Let Q be a domain in RN and let G: W,“(Q) + L&J!: 
1 .- P s< CU, be an operator satisfying (t) G(0) =: c0 = const. 
I f  P /’ CC, the following conditions on G 
(A) locality, 
(R) I -invariance, 
(c’) .VM-continuity. 
(D) local uniform continuity on WIm(Q) 
2). 
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are necessary and sufJicient in order that G he in W(Q). For p x, the con- 
ditions (A), (B), (C’), (D), with (C’) given by 
(C’) 24, --f u, Diu, -+ DIu, in measure (i = I ,..., n) 
1; 21, ” ’ K 
-;- G(q) ---+ G(u) in measure, 
wm :* 
I 
are vzecessavy and s@icient in order that G he in 3’ ($2). 
The next result describes precisely which continous functions g: fi,. i -+ R 
are representations of operators in P’(Q) or P’.“(Q) for bounded regular Q. 
It also establishes the boundedness and continuity of all operators in a”,“(Q). 
'I'HEOREM 2. Let U be u bounded domain iu RN satisfuivag Ihe CI~C cwdition. 
Then W’(Q) : 3f’s’(Q), and each operator G E W*“(Q) b 1s ounded atld rotvtinzlous 
in the norm topologies of iv,J’(G) andL”(Q), p E [ 1, CC,], q E [I, ~3). 
iTfor-cover for p !,'~ wu a continuous g: RNiml - R generates avl operator 
G E B~‘*~(Jl) via (1.2) if and only if g satisfies the following growth condition: 
where C(M), C,, , K are constants and q E [ 1, cc]. 
Fosp = o;, eaevy contivzuousggenerates a G E W-,ri, I <- q :-~ K. 
Remarks (I .2). I. il version of Theorem 2 applicable to unbounded Q 
is stated as Theorem 2’ in Section 3. 
2. When p ; XJ, the growth conditions (1.9) are necessary t?)r G to be in 
al’*“(Q) for arbitrav! domains Q, since each such domain contains subdomains, 
such as ,V-intervals, say, which satisfy the cone condition. 
The next section will be devoted to the proofs of Theorems I and I ‘. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREMS I, 1’ 
We will give the proofs of these theorems through a series of lemmas. Since 
the necessity of (A), (A,), (II), (C), (D) h as . I ,ecn shown, it remains to prove the 
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sufhcienc)-. Observe that it suffices to deal with the case of Q an X-dimensional 
interval. For, given any domain Q and an N-interval Q’ satisfying 
the validity of the locality condition (A) [or (A,)] and the existence of a bounded 
extension operator from W~J’(Q’) to Wrfl(sZ) ensure, as noted earlier, that 
G: WI”(Q) -+ L&(Q) induces an operator G’: WI”(Q) --j. I,l(Q’) having the 
same properties as G. Moreover the representing function for G’ must coincide 
with that for the operator G” corresponding to any LV-interval Q” such that 
QR’ A 9” ; . The result for G itself then follows since -Q can be expressed 
as a denumerable union of such intervals. Therefore we shall henceforth treat 
the case of Q a bounded IV-interval and G: IYIp ---f Lr(Q) a mapping satis- 
fying: 
(D’) for each bounded set EC WIE(Q), the operator G IE is uniforml! 
continuous relative to the norm topologies of WIa(Q) and I,r(Q). 
LEMMA 2.1. Conditions (A) and (B) imply that whenever u, v are ajine 
functions and F, F’ C L? are congruent AT-intervals or l\--simplices satisjjvkg 
then G(u), G(n) satisfy 
* IF w1n F', (2.1) 
G(u) IF = G(v) I F, . (2.2) 
P~oqf. We give the argument only for the case in which F, F’ are N-intervals 
since the same reasoning applies to N-simplices. Now it is relatively simple to 
verify that the hypothesis (2.1) actually implies for the affine functions u, z’ 
that u IF and z’ IF, are translates of one another. 
Suppose that (2.2) is false and let 0 CR be any open set of reals such that 
G(U)-l(6) n F, G(v)-l(O) n F’ have unequal Lebesgue N-measure, say 
m[G(u)--l(U) n F] > m[G(~)-~(9) n F’] -1. E. (2.3) 
Let P 3 F, E’ 3 F’ be congruent N-intervals, concentric with F, F’, respectively, 
such that 
w.@\F) = m(i;“\F’) < 42. (2.4) 
It is possible, by linear interpolation, say, to construct piecewise affine functions 
Z, v” E WIzJ(Q) satisfying 
c IF = u IF, 22 IqP = 0, v” IF’ = v IF,, 77 lnp I_Z 0, 
and sm 
(2.5) 
1 fi. 
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By applying (B) and (A) we conclude 
G(C) zz G(d), G(c) In\F --~ G(O) ln,~ ---T co , G(B) ja,P, .~ G(0) rr;,F’ Cl, . 
(2.6) 
This yields 
G(C) lp RS G(d) IF, . (2.7) 
However by another use of (A), 
G(4 XP = GO4 XF t G(c) XP\F 9 G(d) ,yp’ =~ G(v) xF’ + G(d) x,c~~’ . (2.8) 
In view of (2.3), (2.4) the relations (2.8) contradict (2.7). The lemma is proved. 
We proceed next to construct a function g: Ii x RN ---f R which will be a 
representation of G. It will be convenient to introduce the following terminology. 
Given an f  EU(Q) we shall say that a point x E 9 belongs to the /l set of f  
and we write zc E /l(f) provided the following limit (“Lebesgue derivative”) 
involving N-cubes centered at x exists: 
It follows from Lebesgue’s differentiation theorem that almost all .2: t B are 
in fl( f) and that the function f  * defined at all such points by 
is a representative of the equivalence classf. 
LEMMA 2.2. Conditions (A), (B), (D) imply that there exists a uniyue con- 
tinuous function g: R x RN + R such that 
G(u) = g@, 8, u ,..., Rvu) for all a&e u. 
Proof. Given an affinc function u on Q, consider the representative G(U)* 
[cf. (2.9)] of the equivalence class G(u): 
G(u)“(x) = ,iJ$)+o G($J, j. G(u) dm, x E A(G(u)). (2.10) 
Given rl E RN we denote by Fn the class of all affine functions u such that 
Vu = r). We shall show that for U, u E FQ the following statement holds: 
If  U(X’) = 2(X”) for some x’, X” E Q then 
x’ E A(G(u)) x3- X” E A(G(a)) and x’ E fl(G(u)) => G(u)*(.v’) -= G(z~)*(x”) 
(2.1 I) 
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Let Q’, Q” C Sz be two congruent cubes centered at X’ and x”, respectively. 
Then (since u(x’) = I) 
24 !y avul v  Q,f 
and hence, by Lemma 2.1, 
G(u) lo, % G(v) lo,, . 
Therefore 
& i,, G(u) dm = _I- 1 
m(Q”) o” G(v) dm, 
and by letting the diameter of Q’, Q” tend to zero we obtain (2.1 I). 
Note that (2.11) implies in particular that 
u = const. ,+ G(U)* == const. (2.12) 
We shall denote by g, : R + R the function which for each c E R gives the con- 
stant value of G(u)” for ?I Z: c. For YI f  0, let 
-y,, = (6 E R: 3~ E Z$n and x E A(G(u)) such that U(X) = 0. 
Then X,, is a set of total measure on R and (2.11) can be restated in the following 
form: For 6 E X,, and ZI any function in 9q satisfying ZI[X,,) = E for some x,, E Q, 
it follows that x,, E A(G(v)) and that G(a)*(x,) depends only on 5, q. It follows 
that there exists a function g, : X,, - R such that for all u E fin , 
W*(x) = g&(4>, whenever x t A(G(u)). (2.13) 
Next we show that, for q fixed, g,, is locally uniformly continuous on X,, . 
In view of (2.13) this will imply that there exists for each u E S$Y a continuous 
function on D which equals G(U)* a.e. in Q. This in turn will imply that 
A(G(u)) = fi and that X,, = R. 
To prove the continuity of g, we need a construction that is described below. 
Let ZJ be an affine function and x0 a point of B. Let QD be the cube of side u 
centered at Y,, and let (x1 ,..., F,,,) denote the translated system of coordinates in 
which 
We extend v  j o to the cube QZo = ((~1 ,..., TV): 0 < Ye < 20) by successively 
reflecting v  acrols faces X, = const. of Q0 . Namely, set 
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(so that T,, = QO , TN = Q%,,) and extend z’ to a function V, on TN in iV steps 
by defining cO jr0 L= F, and letting V, on T,\T,_, be the reflection of gO lT,c--l 
across the face 9 = o of T,_, . Further, we denote by v”, the periodic extension 
of I?,, to all of RN, i.e., 
where e’, is the unit vector in the direction of the x,-axis. Clearly v”, is a piece- 
wise continuous function in RN. 
Now given [, [’ E &, , and x,, E JI, consider u, v  satisfying 
Let I, and v”, be the periodic functions on RN obtained by the previous construc- 
tion. Clearly u, :~= d, :R, 7’” :-= 5, !o are such that 
u, ) T’,, E WI”(Q), ~1 u, - a, l’w,” = 1 6 - [’ [. 
According to property (D’), 
i 5 - 4’ I - 0 -i 1’ G(4 - Gh,)l Ll,nj - 0, 
uniformly on bounded subsets of X,, . Therefore 
(2.16) 
1 5 - 5’ / --f 0 ::- s, [G(uJ - G(u,)] drn ---f 0, (2.17) 
uniformly on bounded subsets of X,, , where 
F y  u (P = Q, + 2a(ir ,..., iN) C Sz: i, ,..., i, integers/ (2.18) 
is the subset of Q consisting of QO and those of its translates P on which 
the functions u, , W” are translates of u 1 o, , z: : o, . That is 
% IP ‘-1 u ioo, z’, IP ayl 2, ( !o, VPCF. 
Consequently by Lemma 2.1 
G(K) IP - G(u) I so , ‘3s) IP * G(u) loo VPCF. (2.19) 
Applying these relations yields 
.fF [G(u,,) - G(z~~)] dm =: k, 1 [G(u) - G(u)] dm, (2.20) 
- 00 
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where k, is the number of translates P of Q, in F. By the construction, it is evident 
that 
so that by (2.17), (2.20) 
uniformly on bounded subsets of X,, . That is, g,, is locally uniformly continuous 
on X,, . As noted earlier this implies that X,, == R, so that g,, is defined and con- 
tinuous on the entire line. 
Let g: R x RN - R be the function defined by 
gg, II) = i&(0 (2.23) 
We conclude the proof of the lemma by showing that g is continuous. Let ([, q), 
([‘, q’) be two points in R x R,,, and x,, a point in Q. Consider 
uEq.q) CEs$, such that u(xO) = e, z(x,J == E’. (2.24) 
Constructing u, , Us as before we have, for 4 < 2 -jv, say, 
I/ u, - ‘Co 1: Iy z 5; 
I 2(l E - 4’ I -t I q - rl’ I). 
Hence by assumption (D’) 
/ E - 6’ / + I q - q’ 1 + 0 ~-:- 1’ G(u,) - G(z&~, --f 0. 
Therefore using (2.20), (2.21) we now obtain by the argument leading to 
(2.22) the following relation 
/ [ - 5’ 1 + i q - q’ / + 0 :+- $1 [G(u)“(q) - G(v)*(x,)] 
= ?g kGT> ‘1) - RK’, ?‘)I - 0, (2.22’) 
and hence we conclude that g is continuous. 
580/38/r-9 
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COROLLARY 2.1. The representation 
G(u) == g(u, IT+,..., &u) 
is valid whenever u E W,p(.Q) is denumerably piecewise a&e, i.e., 
UZ c %xT,, (2.25) 
where {T,] is a partition of Q by IV-simplices and {vn} is a family of a@ne functions. 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.1 and the locality 
condition (A). 
The next lemma extends the representation of G(u) to all smooth functions u. 
LEMMA 2.3. Conditions (A), (B), (D) irnpl?, that, withg as inLemma 2.2, 
G(u) = g(u, Dlu,..., D,u) whenever u E Cl(a). (2.26) 
Proof. Given u E Cl(Q) one can construct a sequence {zlm] of piecewise 
affine functions as in (2.25) such that (see e.g. [lo]): 
1; u - tsv, jl WI%) - 0. (2.27) 
C’onsequently using (D’) and Corollary 2.1 
ii G(u) - G@Llm)liL~cRj = I’ G(u) - g(~ , Dlern ,..., DN~,)II~~~) + 0. (2.28) 
On the other hand, by by the continuity of g, (2.27) implies 
g(vTn ) 4% >‘..I mJ,) -g(u, &4..., &+) almost everywhere. (2.29) 
Together (2.28), (2.29) yield (2.26). 
We are now able to complete the argument for Theorem 1’. 
Proof of Theorem 1’. It suffices to show that for any u E W,D(Q) 
G(u) = g(u, L&u ,...I I&u). 
Consider first the case of exponents p f  m. Now by the density of Cl(a) in 
W,*(Q) for the jV-interval Q, there exists a sequence v, E C’(D) satisfying 
/I u - vn (lwl* 3 0. 
C’onsequently it follows by condition (C) that 
(2.30) 
G(G) - G(u) in measure, (2.31) 
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while (2.30) yields 
@,L , 4% I.‘., D,v,J - (24 4u,..., DA4 in measure. (2.32) 
By Lemma 2.3 and the continuity of g, (2.31) and (2.32) yield 
G(U) m-lim G(v,) := m-lim g(u, , D1vVr ,..., D,a,,) -: g(~, /jru ,.... 0,~). 
(2.33) 
Now consider the cast p = co. For any u E WIV(Q) there exists a sequence 
F, , produced by mollifying U, for example, which satisfies 
~ 7’ n~‘Wm. 2 -L llu:~w”, vn ---f u, Div, -+ Diu in mcasurc. 
1 I 
(2.34) 
It now follows by condition (C’) that 
G(s) - G(v) in measure. (2.35) 
(Iearly (2.34) (2.35) again lead to (2.33). The theorem is proved. 
In order to effect the proof of Theorem I, it will be necessary to refer to a 
Lusin type property for functions in Sobolev spaces which was proved by 
<‘alderon and Zpgmund [I, Theorem 131. 
LEMMA 2.4. Given u E W,l’(.Q) and apositive E, there exists afunction 79 E C*(a) 
such that v(x) ~= u(x), Vu(x) = Ov(x) =- Y ( ) t ‘d u x ou sz e a set of mwsuye lrss 
than E. 
FVe can now complete the proof of Theorem I. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Again it suffices to show that for any u E W>“(Q) 
G(u) == g(u, D,u ,..., II,+). 
Now it follows by Lemma 2.4 that there exists a family of Bore1 sets [II,} and 
a sequence 8, E Cl(Q) satisfying 
qu - v,) c L?\B,, ( IZ 3 I, m(Qn\uBn) == 0. (2.36) 
By property (As) it follows that 
K(G(4 - Gh)) C Q\& 1 11 :r 1 . (2.37) 
Using Lemma 2.3 and (2.37), (2.36) we obtain for each n > 1: 
G(u) --= G(v,J ~- g(v, , Dlvn ,..., D,v,) = g(u, Dlu ,..., DNu) on B,, , (2.38) 
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where the relation D,u jB -~ Div lB , i I: l,..., N, has been used [4, Lemma 1.41. 
Together (2.38) and (2.3”6) imply &e equivalence 
G(u) = g(u, D,u,..., D,u) on Q. 
The theorem is proved 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
In preparation for the proof of Theorem 2 we shall formulate an extended 
version of the construction which was utilized in the proof of Lemma 2.2. 
LEMMA 3.1. Give?1 a domain Q C L2 and a (6, q) E R x R, , there exists 
for any 6 0 a pieceu+se ajjine function v* defined on Q’ such that 
/ vv  f’ K- 
v+ assumes at most 2” nonzeY0 values, all qf which satisfy 
* 
(ii) q ‘) 
v*(x) - [ < 6, x1552’, v* : [on X?’ 
(iii) the subset E C Q’ where Vv* = q satisJLies 
m(E) > a,m(Q’), (3.1) 
with aN 0 a constant depending only on dimension. 
Proof. Given sg E Q’, let QO be as before the closed cube of side u centered 
at X”) with o chosen sufficiently small that X1/a r~ 1 u c. 6. It then follows 
from a known construction [7, Lemma I] that there exists a piecewise affine 
function 6 defined on O,, such that G satisfies (i)-(iii) above with Q’ Q,, 
We denote by z’* the periodic extension of 6 to all of RY, i.c., 
7$(,x) G(s), s E Q,, ) T~:(.x I- ue7i) ~- vf(x), s t R, 1 k I ,...) :v. 
Consider the subdomain E C Q’ defined b\ 
E = u {P _ 0, $- O(iI ,..., iN) C Q’: i, ,..., jN integers), 
and detine zs* on Q’ b\ 
Clearly Z” is continuous and piecewise affine on Q’ and satisfies (i) and (ii) 
there. Moreover, for o sufficiently small m(E)/m(Q’) . is arbitrarily close to unity, 
so that the validity of (ii) for 6 on 0, implies its validity for T* on -9’. This 
completes the argument. 
We can now give the proof of Theorem 2. 
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Proof uf Theorem 2. The argument falls naturally into two parts. We first 
demonstrate the necessity of the growth conditions (I .9) on any domain. Then 
by appealing to Sobolov imbedding type results for domains satisfying the cone 
condition we show that for such domains the growth conditions (1.9) also sz@icc 
that G take Zvr~‘(0) into Lq(R) boundedly and continuously. 
(‘onsider first the casts p i X, p -= LY = 1, and p : ’ _\‘. The estimates (I .9) 
have been proved for these cases in [7, Theorem 21. 
Now consider the case p y=~ A’ : > 1. Suppose the growth estimate in (1.9) 
is false for some y. Then h = 1 g 1~ yields an h E D’J, yet fails the growth con- 
dition with y  = 1. Thus we shall reduce all cases to the case g > 0, 9 = I. 
Then there exists a countable sequence (E,. , Q) E R,!~, such that 
We can suppose that the sequence {&} is unbounded, since otherwise the validity 
of (3.2) is contradicted by the construction in [7, Sect. 5, C’aseIV]; by going to 
a subsequence we can further suppose that 1 tr 1 2 I, h 3 1. 
Let Q C Q denote an A’-cube of side s, say, and let R, be a convergent sequence 
such that 
c R, < .;s. (3.3) 
It is then possible to construct a sequence (U,} of disjoint K-balls in Q such that 
ijk C 0, U,; has radius R, , and the centers {xii} of the { UJ have a unique accu- 
mulation point x0 E 9. 
The analysis will be divided into two cases: 
Case 1. The sequence {R2 j Es lNIN-l/ln j Q 1) is bounded. 
Case II. The sequence {k2 / 11, JN/~“--I/ln j Q I> is unbounded. 
In each of these cases we will construct on every O;, a piecewise C1 function vk 
such that the function 
u= c ‘kxU, (3.4) 
is in lJ’i”(Q), but G(u) $L’(Q). Tl lis contradiction will establish (1.6). 
Case I. By selecting a subsequence if necessary, we can suppose that the 
scalars 01,~ in (3.2) satisfy 
cxaR,” 3 1, k >, 1, (3.5) 
and in addition we can suppose that In / qlc 1 > 1, k 3 1. Let K denote a bound 
for the resulting sequence of ratios {kz / fl, INI’“-l/ln 1 Q I}: 
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We now select for each k a radius rk < R, according to: 
rk = Rkil %i I> k 2 1. 
We now construct ofi on Ulc as follows (putting 1 x - xk 1 =: Y): 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
where v f  is a function satisfying the requirements of Lemma 3.1 with E = tk:, 
q = J)k, Q’:~-{xEU~:~X-ZC,~~ <r,}==:UL, and with S-Sk chosen 
sufficiently small that for all x in the corresponding set E -= E, : 
k(& Y  17~) < dv$>* vv;c*(x)) < 2dfk 3 )?k), 
We proceed to show that the function given on a by 
x E E,< . (3.9) 
u == 1 z;kxUk (3.10) 
actually is in I&‘;“(fi), in fact u E l@llv(a) C I&r”(Q). To show this, note that u 
is continuous and piecewise Cl in every subdomain of 0 bounded away from 
the point x0 and u :Z 0 near 80. Now by (3.8)-(3.10) we obtain the appraisal 
(wN is the surface measure of the unit N-sphere): 
where we have utilized (3.6), (3.7). Th e p reviously mentioned properties of uuy 
together with (3.11) ensure that u E WIN($), and hence u E l@r”(A’&, as claimed. 
We proceed to appraise I( G(u)JI~x . By (3.9), (3.10) and Lemma 3.l(iii) 
II G(u)l~,, 2 C ju: I ghc > vvk)i dm > c 1 1 g(tk, qk)i m(Ek) 
d 
>/ $@NwNx 1 g(t7, > qk)i ykN 
3 h’%&% / l]k lNR7LN;i ?k IN 
= &zNwN 1 akRkN = 03, (3.12) 
by (3.4) and (3.5). This completes the proof in Case I. 
1 This logarithmic function is the function vanishing at R, and equal to (,. at Y,; which 
provides the minimum value for J(rk<T<~k) / Vu iN elm. 
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Case II. We again suppose the sequence to be chosen so that (3.5) holds, 
and by selecting a subsequence if necessary we obtain the relation: 
In contrast to (3.7) we now select the radius rx: according to: 
rk = e-l?l~~ v-1& . (3.14) 
Defining Q as in (3.8) we appraise u given in (3.10) as follows, using (3.14) 
(3.13): 
This relation implies that u E l&‘<“(Q) C l&<“(Q), while we obtain for G(u) 
the estimate: 
h-1 
+ ZwNaN c 1 g&c 9 %)I yPN 
>, &J~CZ~ c ak exp[Nk2 j Eli JNI(N-l)] RkN exp[-Nka ( tk: jN!(N-l)] 
> &dNaN c ’ qcRkN = co (3.16) 
where we have again utilized (3.5). Th’ is completes the proof of Case II. 
Next we show that whenever Sz satisfies the cone condition then the growth 
condition (I .9): 
is sufficient to assure that 
g(u, D,u ,..., D,u) EL’$I), if 2~ E W{“(Q). (3.18) 
Kow by an imbedding theorem due to Trudinger [I I] (cf. ,e.g., [2, 31) it follows 
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that WrN(sZ) is continuously imbedded in the Orlicz space L, which is generated 
by the Young function 
Moreover since bounded functions are dense in WIN(Q), it follows that each 
u t WIN(Q) actually belongs to the closed subspace l&CL, generated by 
bounded functions of compact support in G. It therefore follows that for every 
scalar X > 0 
In particular, it follows that with K as in (3.17) 
exp I3 I u I N,‘N-1] + 1 vu jN/rl ~Lq(fj) for 24 E WIN(Q). 
Consequently, (3.18) holds, as claimed. 
It remains only to be shown that (3.17) ensures the boundedness and continuity 
of each mapping GE W,*(Q). Now the boundedness is an almost immediate 
consequence of the imbedding result: The Luxemburg norm of u in L,, 
namely 
is dominated by a fixed multiple of 11 u IjW,N and hence is bounded for any 
bounded subset B C WrN(Q); therefore for any constant C 
s exp[C / u ]“‘“-‘I &n < MB(C) < co, UEB, (3.19) 
since the family B is a subset of E, CL, . On the other hand, the boundedness 
of B C WIN(Q) ensures the boundedness of 1 Vu IN!* in L* for u E B. 
To prove the continuity of the mapping G, let 
u, + u E W,N(Q). (3.20) 
For any subsequence (un,} which satisfies 
2 Ii U,’ - U J’wlN < Co, (3.21) 
it follows by the lattice property of W,p-spaces, see [4, Theorem 2.11 that 
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This implies that 
However, (3.21) implies that 
(%L’ 1 I)+,’ . . . . D,u,,) + (u, D,u ,..., D,.,u) in measure, 
whence by continuity of g 
g@,’ , W,I >..., DAL) - g(u, W,..., DNU) in measure. (3.23) 
It follows from (3.22), (3.23) via the dominated convergence theorem that 
II g(w , DA, ,...> DNu,,) - g(~, D,u ,..., D,u)jl,, + 0. 
Since every subsequence of (u,J possesses a further subsequence (un,> satisfying 
(3.21), the continuity follows. 
We now state a version of Theorem 2 which applies to unbounded domains. 
THEOREM 2'. Let Q be an unbounded domain in RN satisjju’ng the cone con- 
dition. Then each operator GE apJ(Q) is bounded and contiwous in the norm 
topologies of Wlp(sL) and -Q(Q), p E [I, al, 4 E [I, a). 
Moreover for p # co a continuous g: RNtl -+ R generates an operator 
G E BP*“(Q) via (I .2) if and only if g satisjes the following growth condition: 
1 g(t, ~$1 ,( c(M)(l l /p/q + I rl lp!*) for 5 E [-n/l, Ml, q E RN (VAT > 0) 
zyp > N(orp = N = I), 
,( C,(l 4 Iv'* + I 5 IT'* + I '1 ln'q) for 4 E R, 9 E RN 
(Y = h'p/(N - p)) ifp < h', 
< C,,(l f  IN’@ exp[K 1 E jN’u”-r)] + j 7~ INjrl) for 5 E R, rl E RN 
i-p = N > 1. (3.24) 
In particular, g(0, 0) = 0. 
For p = co, every continuous g generates a G E ZYJ, q E [I, co]. 
Proof of Theorem 2’. The necessity and sufficiency of the growth conditions 
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(3.24) in the casesp < iV, p =: N = 1, andp >, N have been proved elsewhere 
[7, Theorem 41. Hence we consider the casep == A’ > 1. As before we can reduce 
to the case q = 1. Now the growth condition for p -= JV > 1 in (3.24) is equiv- 
alent to the (always necessary) growth condition for p = N ::, 1 in (1.9) in 
every domain of RN+1 of the form (([, Y$: 1 [ : > a > 0). Hence in order for 
(3.24) to fail, there would have to exist some domain of RNT1 of the form 
((<, q): 1 5 / < a> in which the above growth condition was false. However, 
note that on the above domain in R N+l the cited growth condition is equivalent to 
the growth condition 
i ~(5, rl)l < W t P + I q I”). (3.25) 
It so happens that the arguments provided in the proof of Theorem 4 of [7] 
actually demonstrate, for unbounded domains satisfying the cone condition, 
the necessity of (3.25) on any domain of the form {([, q): j 5 1 f  u>. 
Consequently the necessity of (3.24) on any unbounded domain Q satisfying 
the cone condition has been shown. To see that this condition is also sufficient 
we observe that by an imbedding theorem due to Edmunds and Evans [2], on 
such domains, W,l”(Q) is continuously imbedded in the Orlicz space L, which 
is generated by the Young function 
&‘(q ~: t.\- exp[’ t ,‘V!U], 
Moreover they show that each u E II/,” actually belongs to the closed sub- 
space E& C L6 generated by the bounded functions of compact support in n. 
It therefore follows that for every scalar h -, 0 
In particular, it follows that with K as in (3.24) 
/ 24 1’” exp[K 1 u s/.v -l] EL’(Q) for u E W,*v(Q), 
so that 
g(u, lQ.l(...) D,u) EL'(Q), as claimed. 
The proof of boundedness and continuity is parallel to that used in the argu- 
ment for Theorem 2 and will be omitted. This completes the proof. 
We here prove that the operator delined in (I .8), namely, 
G(u)(x) = 0 where u(x) cc I, 
= / DIU(X)pJ~‘~ where U(X) > 1, u t W,p(Q), (A.1) 
satisfies conditions (A), (A,), (Il), (c’) of Section I. 
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Since the validity of (A), (A,), (B) . IS c 1 ear, we are required to prove the validit], 
of (C). Thus given u E W,~(.Q), suppose for some sequence (u,) 
II u - %I IIWlqR) - 0. (A-2) 
Put 
E. -:s: U(X) < l}, El = {x: u(x) = I}, Ez = {x: u(x) > I}. 
By (A.2) it is evident that 
u,xE, -+ uxE, in measure, Diu, IEo -+ Diu jEo in D(Q). 
(.‘onsequently bv (A.1) and the uniform integrability of (1 D,+, 1") 
G&J 1~~ - GkJ 1~" = 0 in WQ). (A-3) 
On the other hand, (A.2) also implies 
%iE2 -+ uxE, > (Did xEz - VW XE? in Lp&), i .=: 1 ,...) N, 
whereby again using the uniform integrability of {I Diu, 1": 
1 D1u, IP'g I4 --f j D,u [p/g IEo in Lrl (A-4) 
while 
G(u,) IE2 - / D1u, lpiq IE2 + 0 inL*(Q). 
Together (A.4), (A.5) imply 
GM bz - G(u) IE% inLqGQn)- 
Finally, note that by [4, Lemma I .4] 
(A.5) 
(A-6) 
4~ IE, = 0, i = l,..., hT. 
Since (A.2) implies 
D~u, 14 + D,u /El = 0 in Lp(Q) 
we finallv obtain 
G(u,) I4 ---f 0 == G(u) lEl inD(Q). (A-7) 
Together (=2.3), (A.6) (A.7) show that 
G(u,) -t G(u) in Lo(Q), hence in measure. 
That is, (C) is valid, as claimed. 
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